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The study of translation norms is presently developed within the framework that relates translation to social, power and ideological aspects. Linked to both Linguistics and Sociolinguistics, norms are understood as the formulation of the values shared by a community in a certain situation. Thus they are psychological and social entities that have a social control function. From this point of view, translation norms are recurrent rules of behaviour that govern, identify and individualize the social order of the cultural system where translation takes place. The translation behaviour is then considered a communicative and a social practice.
In this article, a brief review of the current state of the art of the theoretical reflection on translation norms is offered, followed by a practical study of the Spanish translations of John Keats's odes and sonnets included in isolated editions published in Spain in the 20th century. Normative translator behaviours find a definition, which allows a classification of translations according to the natural evolution of the socio-cultural context where translations are produced and received. Conclusions can be extrapolated to the study of the most common practices followed nowadays in the translation of poetry in Spain.
Introduction
In this article a brief review of the current state of the art of the theoretical reflection on translation norms is followed by a case study that exemplifies the practical study of translation norms within literary translation.
Considering that in the normative research field within Translation Studies the interest has been focused by now on reaching a full definition of translation norms and an appropriate classification of the concept, the practical research offered in this article pursues one main objective: to suggest possible ways of superseding the traditional constrictive theoretical reflection on translation norms from a markedly social perspective. In this sense, the study of translation norms offered in this article collaborates in the development of a more complete Translation Theory that deepens the understanding of translation practice as a social act and as a communicative phenomenon.
The foundations of this research rest on the belief that, firstly, translation norms make stronger the systemic vision of translation; secondly, they reaffirm the dynamism and the complexity inherent in systems, and, finally, they reveal the manipulation that every act of translation implies when trying to reach social acceptance.
In order to progress in this kind of research it is necessary to avoid the ambiguity that characterizes the definition of translation norms. Equally, it is essential to deepen the consideration of translation as an act of social communication, where ideological and cultural questions become very important. Only in this way, the role of translation norms can be studied and the concept of translation as a social practice reinforced.
Translation norms from an ideological and cultural perspective
Within Translation Studies, translation norms began to be taken into consideration following the Polysystem Theory, applied by the Manipulation School to the description of translations (Enríquez Aranda, 2007b) 2 . Nowadays, they are developed within the framework that relates translation to social, power and ideological aspects (Hermans, 1996: 26) .
International researchers such as Chesterman (1997) , Hermans (1996) , Nord (1997) , Rabadán (1991) or Vidal Claramonte (1998), amongst others, tackle the study of translation norms from very different points of view, collaborating on the fertilization of dialogue. However, Toury's theoretical approach to translation norms is considered to be the pioneer and the most complete model on the subject (Toury, 1980 and 3 .
Translation norms, although originally linked to Linguistics, have a more fruitful development in the field of Sociology, where they are treated as recurrent patterns of performance that govern, identify and individualize the social order of the cultural system where translation acts. Translation behaviour is considered then a communicative practice and a social behaviour (Wolf and Fukary, 2007) .
The study of translation norms becomes essential as long as norms reflect the values and attitudes of a certain socio-cultural system and ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106
Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation they guide translator's choices. As Hermans (1991: 165-168) states, the study of translation norms is important to develop a new Translation Theory where the absolute equivalence disappears and more attention is paid to deepening the knowledge of translation practice and the knowledge of the socio-cultural contexts in which translation takes place. Besides, translation norms strengthen the systemic vision of translation, and, therefore, they increase the value of the foreign material that translations incorporate into such translation system. Translation norms reveal the manipulation that is implicit in every act of translation. Whether translation accepts norms or transgresses them, its ultimate purpose is social acceptance.
Nevertheless, improvements should be made concerning the ambiguity of the definition of translation norms and the need of a theory that deals with both ideological and cultural factors.
On the one hand, in words of Munday (2001: 113) , norms are defined as an analytical category studied through regular behaviours. From this point of view, it seems that norms exert pressure and force a prescriptive function. In a sense, translation norms are the combination between the translator's creative capacity and the external demands of the social system where they develop; that is, they are partly a description of behaviours and partly an external prescription. They should be consequently studied considering their inherent duality. Or, as Hermans (1999: 79) says, instead of being treated as constraints, they could be studied as templates that offer solutions to translation problems.
On the other hand, although, following Hermans (1996: 40-42; 1999: 79) , the study of translation norms implies considering translation within the social frame in which it occurs, there is still great need of a definite development of a theory that deals with cultural factors in relation to the very concept of translation. Hung (2005: ix) agrees with this premise supporting the idea that the study of the national discourse among Translation Studies circles can provide more information about the cultural and ideological preferences than the discipline's state of development. The study of translation norms should be developed then from a more cultural perspective. In doing so, translation norms could lead to some sort of universals of translation, as Toury's theory longed for some time ago. They could even form the description of the history of translation in any culture (Hermans, 1999: 91) .
This research is developed from this ideological and cultural perspective of translation norms.
3. Translation norms in literary translation: a case study 3.1. Keys to the study of the reception of poetry through translations
In general terms, this research relies upon the consideration that translation is an act of communication linked to a double socio-cultural context, that of the original text and that of the translated text 4 . Accordingly, translation is regarded as a very complex form of reception influenced by the factors and participants acting in two different communicative situations.
Moreover, a double reception takes place in any kind of translation within the communicative space of the translated text: the reception made by the translator of the original text, on 4 According to a previous research of the author of this article, "it is preferred to name the translation as translated text because in this way we emphasize the possibility of existence of diverse translations of the very same original text. The translation process is an infinite one, that is, it does not end with a single translation; this is the reason why it is not advisable to use other names such as target text, which implies a concept of translation as a definite process" (Enríquez Aranda, 2007b: 9) . This opinion is shared by other scholars. See, for example, Vidal Claramonte (1995: 70) : "The different translations of the same text are equally valid as they have been done according to the norms of the corresponding historical period". In this research, both translated text and translation are used to refer to the final product of the act of translation.
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ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106 Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation the one hand, and the reception made by the receptors of the translated text produced by the translator, on the other hand. The translator's reception can or cannot be influenced by the reception of the first receptors of the original text-and by the reception of its subsequent receptors along time, if it is the case. The reception of the original text made by the translator determines the way in which the translator faces the translation itself; in this sense, translator's reception specifically influences the reception that the final receptors belonging to the translation system are going to have of the translated text. This double reception present in the translation process obviously exerts a big power into the translation system. Thus it can be assumed that translations are a valid instrument to analyze the complex dual reception of the original texts in a given translation system.
Coming to the grounds of research in literary translation, the methodology to study translation as a form of dual reception of literary texts should be interdisciplinary.
From a theoretical point of view, the fundamentals of this research should be based on the premises given by Reception Theory, Comparative Literature, Descriptive Translation Studies and the new cultural areas of social, historical and ideological interests which are in vogue in present Translation Studies. Reception is studied then from two different disciplines: Literary Theory and Translation Studies (Enríquez Aranda, 2007b) 5 .
From a practical point of view, the study of translation as a form of reception needs an approach based on both contextual and textual analysis of the translated texts. Any research corpus must be analysed in this sense (Enríquez Aranda, 2010) .
In the first place, as part of the contextual analysis, the following aspects need to be studied:
1. The communicative situations of both the original texts and the translated texts.
2. The physical description of the translated texts-i.e. structure, external and internal presentation, and diffusion-and of their main paratexts-i.e. prologues and notes.
3. The people who are responsible for the production and reception of the translated texts, that is, publishing houses, translators and other people and/or institutions involved in the translation process, above all, translation initiators and pro-translators.
In the second place, becoming part of the textual analysis, two other aspects related to the translation method need to be considered:
1. The selection of the translation corpus: the nature of the selection and the translation canon derived from this selection as well as the evolution along time of the selection itself are the main aspects that can be dealt with. Statistical methods should be positively applied at this stage.
2. The translation techniques used in the linguistic level: if this methodology is used in the translation of poetry, the study of the metrical level reveals itself to the researcher as a logical option. In this sense, the study of the poem, the stanza form, the rhyme distribution and the syllable schema of both the original texts and the translated texts becomes an original and fundamental approach to the translation techniques used in the metrical level 6 .
This methodology covers both the study of the extra-linguistic level or contextual analysis and the study of the linguistic level or textual ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106 Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation analysis. It runs from the cultural macro-level of translations to their linguistic micro-level, following the order settled by Lefevere (1992a: 13): culture, text, text structure, paragraphs, lines, sentences, and words.
Other previous methodological contributions have been considered, too. Milestones in the methodology of practical descriptive translation cases are the early approach to the phenomenon made by Lambert and Van Gorp (1985) within the Manipulation School, the tripartite methodological proposal made by Toury (1995) , the regular items of descriptive study defended by Venuti (1992 Venuti ( , 1995 Venuti ( , 1998 , and the global methodology outlined by Peña (1997) , who considers the description of translations a compulsory methodological step to make in any study of translation.
An overview of John Keats's translations into Spanish

Research corpus in context
During his lifetime and since, the English Romantic poet John Keats (London, 1795 -Rome, 1821 7 inspired numerous other authors, poets, and artists, and he universally remains one of the most widely read and studied 19th century poets. However, "until recent times, Keats was a stranger in Spain, and very less appreciated. Only in the last three decades [referring to the 30s, 40s and 50s], maybe due to some nice translations, Keats has started to be read and loved" (Cano, 1956: 256) .
Since then his works have been -and are still being-translated and retranslated 8 in Spain from the beginning of the 20th century.
The research corpus used in this study is composed of the Spanish 11 isolated translations 9 of Keats's poetry published in Spain during the 20th century containing Keats's odes and/or sonnets. Isolated translations are considered to be the most consolidated form of literary diffusion of Keats's poetry in the Spanish literary system, as opposed to other means of diffusion of foreign literature like journals, anthologies or other kinds of publications (critical studies, doctoral dissertations, didactic books, recordings...). The original textual corpus is restricted to the 11 odes and 62 sonnets that Keats wrote during his lifetime. This selection shows two proven facts: firstly, that this is the most representative group of poems in Keats's poetic production in quantity and in quality, and, secondly, that it is a corpus both wide and limited enough to allow significant conclusions on the reception and normative spheres 10 .
Physical description of translations
The descriptive method proposed by Lambert and van Gorp (1985: 48 and 52 ) comprises a first step focused on the study of preliminary ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106 Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation data, that is, the data obtained from the observation of the physical features of translations and from the analysis of their paratexts. This is what Toury (1995: 181-192) calls the contextualization of a translation. He stresses the special importance of the extra-textual sources or paratexts as a means of comprehending the external data of the translated texts. Venuti's methodological proposal (1992 Venuti's methodological proposal ( , 1995 Venuti's methodological proposal ( , 1998 , deduced from the case studies he deals with in his works, also includes the examination of the physical characteristics of the books, the record of the translator's name, the copyright rights and the analysis of the prologues made by translators. According to him, the sales numbers should be considered part of the diffusion of the translation, too. Peña (1997: 21-24, 27-35 and 44-47) emphasizes the extra-linguistic level, which consists of the presentation of the translated text, the type of translation and the translator's explicit interventions through paratexts.
Structure and presentation
Every translation volume has the following items distributed in different ways: front cover, front flap, title page, body matter (index, prologue, bilingual text), colophon, back cover, and back flap. Volumes are small, as usually are poetry books, and their binding and paper are of excellent quality. Only in the case of T3 the paper and the printing are of low quality. T4 and T5 are singular as they have a plain appearance, similar to that of a poetry notebook attached with staples.
The most remarkable information present in the front covers and in the title pages of these volumes are the name of the author, Keats, and surprisingly enough, the name of the translator. The initial visibility of translators is then guaranteed except in the case of T3, where the translator's name is lost in a bunch of data distributed in the title page.
However, there is not full coincidence regarding the name given to the act of translation. Whereas half the translations (T2, T3, T5, T6, T7 and T8) are defined by means of the specification of the kind of edition (bilingual) or by means of the specification of the translation method (translation, version, literal translation), the other half (T1, T4, T9, T10 and T11) do not state explicitly the kind of edition or the translation method used. All of the volumes are bilingual except for T6. Most of them, except for T1, T4 and T5, include advertising notes of the publishing houses.
The care used in the external appearance of these volumes is similar to the care used in their internal appearance. No misprints or a scarce number of them (less than 5) are shown in most volumes, except for T3 and T6. The disposition of the text observes the Spanish language tradition, without capital letters at the beginning of the verses (contrary to English language tradition). T2 and T10, however, use capital letters in the first word of the initial verse of every poem.
Paratexts and diffusion
The most important paratexts 11 are prologues and notes, although there are other minor paratexts, such as illustrations, acknowledgements, dedications, quotations or even an advertising note in T2 or a bookmark in T10. Prologues have information on the translation process in half the translations (T2, T7, T9, T10 and T11), while the rest of prologues (corresponding to T1, T3, T4, T6 and T8) do not mention the translation process at all. T5 does not have a prologue. Notes, when existing, are philological, so they do not offer any information on translation. They offer information, however, on linguistic or contextual data.
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Regarding their diffusion, the oldest translations are out of the present commercial circuits, so that the only way to access them is by consulting them in libraries. Some translations (T1, T2, T4, T5 and T11), due to their limited edition or their high price, are restricted to an exclusive group of intended readers 12 . Other translations (T3, T6, T7, T8 and T9) are, however, accessible to a wider group or readers. Halfway between them T10 is found, with a wide edition and a high price but easily reachable in any bookshop. Within Lambert and Van Gorp's (1985: 48-53 ) practical procedure to study literary translations, the analysis of the people in charge of translations is included in the fourth step, focused on the study of the systemic context in which translations are produced and received. For Toury (1995: 181-192) , the people in charge of translations should be taken into account in the first part of the description, known as the contextualization of a translation. Publishing houses and translators should be of main interest as part of the study of the genesis of the translation and of the genesis of the translation process. Venuti (1992 Venuti ( , 1995 Venuti ( , 1998 suggests making interviews to publishers, agents and translators. Interviews with publishers and agents serve to clarify the underlying purposes underneath the publishing processes of translations, while interviews with translators hope to examine translation methods from first-hand testimonies. In this sense, translation contracts are valuable. Peña (1997: 25-27 and 35-37) considers the study of the client, the pro-translator and the translator a very important part of the description of translations because, together with the author of the original text and the receptors of both the original text and the translated text, are active participants in the translation process.
People in charge of translations
Publishing houses
There are four kinds of publishing houses according to the material they publish and the intended reader they address this material to:
1. Poetry publishing houses: Yunque (closed) (T1), Rialp (T2), Visor (T6), Hiperión (T7), Ediciones Canarias (closed) (T9) and Pre-Textos (T10) usually publish culturally important books, paying special attention to Spanish thinking and literary creation either in verse or in prose. The intended reader is an informed reader who wants to widen his/ her culture or simply enjoy literature. Visor and Hiperión are important Spanish poetry publishing houses nowadays. Ediciones Canarias could be also considered an author publishing house as its influence circle was restricted mainly to the Canary Islands.
2. Author publishing houses: José Siles Artés (T4), Judit (closed) (T5) and Pavesas. Hojas de poesía (T11) are very small publishing houses which were founded by authors who published in them (Siles Artés, and Velo and Amusco) or by people who took great care of the publishing process (José Luis Puerto). The selected material, then, responds to the personal feelings of the editors, who publish it having in mind an informed reader who tastes literature.
Curiously enough, there is not a university publishing house.
The collections in which these translations are published confirm the above stated typology. The commercial publishing house and the poetry publishing houses have their own collection of poetry. The academic publishing house includes T8 in a collection of foreign literature, without distinguishing among literary genres. The author publishing houses, due to their intrinsinc constraints, do not have their own collections.
All these publishing houses are based on the traditional publishing industry zones, that is, Madrid (T2, T6, T7, T8 and T10) and Barcelona (T1, T3 and T5), although the number of translations published in other places such as Murcia, Tenerife or Segovia (T4, T9 and T11) equals the number of translations published in Barcelona.
Translators
Translators are mainly men who work on their own (T3, T4, T6, T7, T8, T10 and T11). There are only two female translators (T1 and T2). In T5 and T9 both male and female translators share responsibilities, although it is an unbalanced responsibility in the case of the latter, as the Taller is formed of seven male translators, four male collaborators and only one female translator.
If attention is to be paid to the individual or collective authorship of the translations, only T5, T8 and T9 are collective translations, being two, three and twelve the exact number of translators in each of them.
Other data about translators have not been so readily accessible: the translators' profession, their competence in foreign languages or their motivation to do the translation of Keats's poetry. In T3 and T5, it was impossible to find out any information (Sánchez and Velo), so they are not included in the following analysis. However, some translators filled in a questionnaire where they explained their professional background and their personal motivation to undertake the translation of Keats's poetry. None of them is a full-time translator, as they have to combine this activity with secondary or university teaching and/or writing or reviewing.
Foreign language training of most translators is academic, except for the eldest female translators (Mulder and Miró), whose foreign language training relied upon an informal training based on frequent travels abroad. The reasons for this could be both the time when they lived and their exclusive dedication to writing.
Translators' motivations to translate Keats have been rescued from the questionnaires, but most of them confirm suppositions arisen from some prologues: academic interest (Teruel Pozas), personal interest (Siles Artés, Valero, Martínez Luciano and Oliván) or both interests together (Taller). Miró was also moved by personal interest, as it can be deduced from her prologue.
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Other people and/or institutions
There are other people and/or institutions that participate in the edition, production and distribution of translations. These participants in the translation process are always linked to the publishing world, or to the literary or arts world. The most important figures, as far as translation is concerned, are the initiator and the pro-translator.
In every translation, the translation initiator, that is, the one who selects the material to be published (Hermans, 1996: 26-29) , takes the form of two different agents: on the one hand, people belonging to the publishing or literary worlds with a high intellectual capacity and high financial power, and, on the other hand, the publishing houses themselves. In T4 and T5, the translation initiator is the very same translator as s/he is his/her own editor.
The pro-translator role, that is, promoting the translation (Peña, 1997: 26) , is carried out by the previous translations of Keats's poetry published in Spain, such as translations included in anthologies and the isolated translation that Manent did into Catalan in 1919 13 . These translations were the first translations known in Spain in the 20th century. Other translations followed: journals, critical essays, or original poetic works. Even the translations studied as this research corpus act themselves as pro-translators among them as long as their various publications motivate other future re/translations. Translations published in Latin America in isolated translations, anthologies, literary or poetic journals or even original poetic works with Keats's reminiscences act as pro-translators of the translations published in Spain. Last but not least, translations of Keats's letters published in Spain or Latin America or other translations into peninsular languages (Catalan or Galician) can be considered pro-translators as well. It is finally worth mentioning in this point the influence exerted by literary prizes and institutional grants for translations, which differ in T2, T3, T6, T7, T8 and T10.
Translation method
The first theoretical and practical contextual description of translations that also integrates the textual analysis of the translated texts can be found in Lambert and Van Gorp (1985: 48-53) . From their perspective, the main factors intervening in the translation process are the author, the text and the receptor. The study of the interactions among them has to deal with the analysis of the macro-level (second step) and the micro-level (third step). The order runs from the study of the global structure of the translated text to the study of the minor phonetic, syntactic and lexical structures. Hypotheses about the translation method could be drawn and analyzed from the observation of the translation techniques the translators used. Toury (1995: 181-192) gives the second place in his tripartite descriptive methodology to the comparison of the original text with the translated text. To know the translation norms that define translation processes, it is necessary to observe directly the original and the translated texts. Venuti (1992 Venuti ( , 1995 Venuti ( , 1998 ) also defends the linguistic comparison between the original and the translated text in order to locate translation techniques and strategies that define the translation process. For Peña (1997, 20-24, 27-35 and 37-54) , a correct description of translations has to include the analysis of the objects participating in the translation (the original and the translated texts), the type of translation, the frame that surrounds the translation, the constraints, the translator's in/visibility, the fidelity towards the original text, the temporal factor and some specific linguistic features.
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Selection of the translation corpus
As stated before, the translation corpus comprises the original texts of the 11 odes and the 62 sonnets that Keats wrote during his lifetime. These poems have awoken great translation interest in the 20th century Spain: out of the 13 isolated editions published, up to 11 editions include translations of these poems 14 .
There are two main reasons behind this interest: firstly, these poems were very well received by the critics and the general public in the United Kingdom, a success that was introduced early into the Spanish translation system through English literature anthologies 15 ; secondly, there has been a translator tradition in the Spanish literary system that dates back from 1919 thanks to the aforementioned Catalan translation done by Manent.
The primary corpus of the original texts is not fully translated in all translations; on the contrary, selection processes have been applied to it. T7 is the most complete translation, while T4 and T9 are the most incomplete ones. Translators are the ultimate responsible people for this selection, so it can be affirmed that the selection of the translation corpus can be considered a distinctive feature of the translation method, as valid as translation techniques are, for example. The selection of the translation corpus is visible in all translations, whereas the original edition used in them is only specified in six cases, even though all translations (except for T6) are bilingual. Maybe translators do not want to minimize the prominence of Keats specifying the edition works of his poems, in which the editor's figure is of outstanding relevance; maybe translators do not consider it important information as long as original texts are always present.
The selection of the translation corpus carried out in the 11 translations offers a complete sample of Keats's odes and sonnets that can be studied using statistical methods. Both quantitative and qualitative data can be interrelated with each other.
Calculating translation average, for example, provides three main conclusions.
In the first place, the odes and the sonnets form a research corpus that is appropriate enough to carry out a satisfactory textual comparison because they are translated an average of more than three times each (4.36 times in the case of the odes and 3.60 times in the case of the sonnets).
In the second place, translation average allows the classification of the odes and the sonnets according to those poems that are translated fewer times (0-3 times in the case of the odes and 0-2 in the case of the sonnets), those that are translated an average number of times (4-5 times in the case of the odes and 3-4 in the case of the sonnets), and those that are translated many times (6-11 times in the case of the odes and 5-11 in the case of the sonnets).
In the third place, from this classification it can be deduced that a high percentage of the global sample has been translated an average number of times or more (63.64 % in the case of the odes and 74.19% in the case of the sonnets), which proves the hypothesis of the great interest in translating Keats's odes and sonnets held before.
Nevertheless, the statistical study is limited. It does not offer the chance to interpret the ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106
Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation importance of the odes in comparison with the sonnets as in some cases the balance is tipped in favour of the odes (average of translation) and in other cases the balance is tipped in favour of the sonnets (frequency of translation). The attention paid to each group of poems by the selectors of the translation corpus is not measurable. However, it can be said that the translations that include odes and sonnets pay more attention to the odes.
The selection of the translation corpus is determined by the canon authorities that exert their patronage (Lefevere, 1992b) or control over the translation system: the people responsible for the translations-mainly but not exclusively the translators-and the receptors to whom the translations are addressed.
Ideological and aesthetical factors influence on these authorities and, consequently, on the selection. On the one hand, aesthetical factors lead to a possible translation canon of Keats's poems into Spanish, formed of the odes and the sonnets that have been translated over the average. These poems were the most successful in the English Romantic period. Thus their Spanish translation is considered very important as a means of transmitting Keats's aesthetical value. On the other hand, ideological factors related to the special historical and social circumstances of the 20th century Spain explain the evolution in periods that the selection has suffered through retranslations 16 .
Translation techniques
A metrical study using as a corpus the textual pairs made up of the original and the translated texts of Keats's odes and sonnets is worthy to be carried out as the conclusions can be related to the translation techniques used by translators. The levels of the poem, the stanza form, the rhyme distribution and the syllabic scheme may be the items to research about.
All translations share two common features: they treat the translation of the odes and the sonnets equally, and they respect the poem and the stanza form of the original texts, although they are obliged to make some changes derived from their common decision to avoid rhyme. However, translations differ in the ways they distribute the rhyme and the syllabic scheme. These differences make it possible to establish a typology of translations:
1. T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 and T8 are free verse translations.
2. T7, T9, T10 and T11 are metrical translations, being:
2.1. Metrical translations in alexandrine verse (T7 and T9). T10 and  T11) 17 .
Metrical translations in silvas (
Both metrical translations are analogical forms of translations, according to Holmes's (1994 Holmes's ( [1988 : 23-33) terminology. The analogical form refers to translations that use a culturally equivalent metrical form to that of the original text but in the poetic tradition of the translation language.
Actually, all translations are on the whole translations-approximations, in terms of Etkind (1982: 19-22) , as they follow partial aesthetic programmes based upon the poem and the stanza form of the original texts, but they differ from the original poems in the rhyme distribution and in the syllabic scheme.
These approximations to the original texts involve losses and gains. As the main loss it can be considered the proven fact that translations do not reflect the technical evolution that Keats ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106
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In this research, the translation method is understood as the way in which the translator undertakes the translation process from the very first selection of the translation corpus to the choice of the translation techniques that are more appropriate in the metrical level.
In this sense, it can be said that translations use mixed methodological approaches governed by extra-linguistic and linguistic factors.
Regarding extra-linguistic factors, all translations follow a philological method. Four features support this:
1. All translations, except for T6, are bilingual editions; the translation process becomes visible by highlighting its philological nature.
2. Prologues and notes have a marked philological content in most translations.
3. The selection of the translation corpus mainly follows the importance that the original texts have in the original system. This importance is based on philological critical reviews of Keats's original works.
4. Receptors of translations are generally informed readers, except in the case of T3.
Regarding linguistic factors, exclusively related to the translation techniques used in the metrical level, all translations follow a literal method as long as they respect the poem and the stanza form of the original texts. However, metrical translations (T7, T9, T10 and T11) share an interpretative-communicative method, too. The metrical decisions related to rhyme distribution and syllabic scheme are based on the comprehension and reformulation of the sense of the original text so that the translated text keeps the same purpose of the original text causing the same effect on the receptor. Free verse translations (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 and T8) follow a free method in their rhyme distribution and syllabic scheme 18 .
John Keats and his image in Spanish: a normative issue
From these data, it can be affirmed that Spanish translations of Keats's odes and sonnets included in isolated editions published in Spain in the last century are a valid instrument to analyze the reception of Keats's original poetry in the 20th century Spanish literary system. From this study, translators' different receptions of the original texts can be known. These receptions, influenced by the socio-cultural context in which translation takes place, determine the choice of the translation method and bias the final reception of the translation. The study of different translators' approaches to Keats's most representative poems (odes and sonnets) shows different readings of his works. Consequently, it may be assumed that Keats's image evolves along with his retranslations in the 20th century Spanish literary system. This evolution is first and foremost conditioned by two main forces: the literary and historical evolution, on the one hand, and the thinking about translation of poetry, on the other.
Literary and historical norms
Translations can be divided into three different periods, according to the literary and historical evolution of Spanish tradition in the 20th century.
First literary and historical period
The first period comprises the four decades of Franco's regime. At that time, the first books ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106 Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation devoted exclusively to Keats's translations were published. These translations were T1 and T2, published in 1940 and in 1950 respectively. There are two main reasons that explain this late arrival of Keats's poetry into the Spanish literary system in the 20th century as well as the short of isolated editions during the first 75 years of that century.
The first reason is a social one; it refers to the severe financial and social hardship that the publishing industry underwent after the Civil War (from 1939 onwards). Short economical means, intellectuals' deaths or exiles, or ideological censorship contributed to this hardship.
The second reason is a literary one; it refers to the supremacy of French Parnasian, Symbolist, and Impressionist Movements as the key foreign influences on Spanish literature during its Silver Age (± 1868-1936) .
During this time, translations, produced in limited and expensive editions, were accessible only to a selected group of readers. The female translators were writers who occasionally devoted themselves to literary translation. They did not have a formal education in foreign languages, which was limited to travels abroad and some informal lessons (English was not an academic degree in Spain until 1952) . The most important publishing houses were based in Barcelona and Madrid. The odes and sonnets specially selected for these translations transmitted a very romantic (in the sense of emotive) image of Keats.
Second literary and historical period
The second period runs during the years of transition to democracy, between 1975 and 1976, when T3, T4 and T5 were published. In only two years' time more translations of Keats were published than in the rest of the century. Thanks to a rapid financial and social development of Spain and thanks to Spain's opening-up to new political and intellectual ideas from the 60s onwards, the interest for isolated translations of Keats's poetry awoke from 1975. Nevertheless, translations kept still being accessible only to a group of selected readers.
These three translations differ in two aspects. Firstly, the nature of their publishing houses is different: T3 was published in a commercial publishing house by a translator-professional, whereas T4 and T5 were published by author publishers. Secondly, the selection of the translation corpus varies: T3 is the first attempt to offer a global image of Keats by reproducing nearly his complete odes and sonnets, while T4 and T5 reflect the beginning of the aesthetic freedom that was a main characteristic of later translations. However, these translations come into a unique group both because they were published in the same years and because they represent the transition towards the new coming period. In other words, in these translations it can be appreciated a tendency towards translations made by male translators, and, at the same time, as well as the possibility of collective translation is offered in them for the first time. Publishing houses were placed mainly in Barcelona.
Third literary and historical period
The third period goes from the first years of democracy until the end of the century. T6, T7, T8, T9, T10 and T11 were published between 1982 and 2000.
The number of Keats's translations included in isolated editions substantially increased in this last period, although being a short one. Interest towards Keats's poetry was finally consolidated from 1995, in the bicentenary of Keats's birth. These translations widened their potential receptors, although still being specialized ones.
Diversification is the best word to define translations in this period. Literary and historical constraints began to be overcome by the personal power of translators, following Timoczko's (2007) empowering vision.
ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106
Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation Translations were published in publishing houses devoted to poetry, in academic publishing houses or by author publishers. The publishing epicentre changes to Madrid and other places. Writers and teachers who also translate professionally translate T6, T7 and T8, whereas writers and teachers who translate occasionally translate T9, T10 and T11. Foreign language training of most translators comes mainly from formal education. Translation becomes definitively a male activity, and individual translations coexist with collective translations, although tipping the balance in favour of the former. All these translations have selected odes and sonnets with different commercial and symbolic value, depending on the interests of the translators or on the interests of the publishing houses, and according to the potential readers and the aim they pursue.
The three literary and historical periods in the evolution of the translations of Keats's poetry into Spanish must be understood as an interesting methodological tool of classification but not as a restrictive one. As well as the socio-cultural context in which translations are produced and received is categorized only to facilitate interpretation, the three periods of evolution are permeable.
Translatological norms
The metrical study underwent by the translations in this study shows a temporal evolution in the translation techniques which gathers translations in two different periods, according to the evolution of the thinking about the translation of poetry in the 20th century Spain.
First translatological period
Free verse translations were produced from 1940 to 1997. Idealism dominated over the thinking of translation during the first third of the 20th century and it strongly influenced the practice of translation. This activity was considered a task doomed to failure. Under these premises the first translations were carried out (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 and T8) following a free method.
Despite its name, these translations deliberately chose free verse as a means of conveying literal content without metrical constraints. This is the favourite method of the oldest poets, as long as it has always been the most used traditional form in the translation of poetry. Translators do not express any opinion on the translation process.
Second translatological period
Metrical translations were produced from 1995 to 2000. These translations chose the interpretative-communicative translation method. They are the youngest translations (T7, T9, T10 and T11) which go over Idealism and recreate the original poems by using culturally equivalent metrical forms in the poetic tradition of the translation culture. Translators make themselves visible through prefaces to their translations whenever they want to specify the metrical patterns they choose.
Although different in evolution, all translations share two poetically inherent features.
Firstly, it is hardly difficult for them to get free from the old conception of poetry as an impossible task. They all share the following underlying characteristics:
1. Metrics is the main feature to worry about when translating poetry.
2. Editions are usually bilingual. Translator becomes visible even in the same places where the author's name, Keats, is written.
3. They tend to follow philological and literal methods as the great majority of readers are cultivated people who want to know Keats's poetry in Spanish, either by personal or by academic interests.
Secondly, translators gain in visibility, and their role is only limited, partially or totally, by the publishing houses. Translation of Keats's ONOMÁZEIN 33 (junio de 2016): 88 -106 Mercedes Enríquez-Aranda Translation norms in the light of practical research in literary translation poetry is still a task headed by translators who are poets themselves and feel affinity for Keats's works and figure. Keats's translations are out of commercial circuits.
In conclusion
Normative translator behaviours have been defined, which allows a classification of translations according to the natural evolution of the socio-cultural context where translations are produced and received.
Translator behaviours described in this research and their evolution along time are understood within the concept of translation norms as long as these norms are conventions that represent the defining values of the Spanish literary system in the 20th century and, by extension, the defining values of the production and reception of Keats's poetry within it.
Conclusions can be extrapolated to the study of the most common practices followed in the translation of poetry in the past century Spain as long as it has been proved that translation moves within a normative socio-cultural sphere. Theoretical and methodological fundamentals appropriate to the original study of translation as a form of reception of foreign literature have been settled. This research joins the incipient but promising literature that stresses the great interest Translation Studies have in the reception issue nowadays, only studied by the Reception Theory within Literary Studies so far.
But this proposal is still open. It should be completed with other kind of studies comprising, for example, textual analysis in different levels of language, translation reviews, or Keats's imprint on Spanish Parnassus-these two last possibilities being part of a deeper perspective on the reception matter 19 . Similar studies applied to other Romantic poets, such as Wordsworth, Coleridge, lord Byron o Shelley would be very welcomed. As it would be the same kind of study but dealing with Latin American translations, or translations in other languages.
At the same time, subsequent research attached to different fields, i.e. Applied Linguistics, Synchronic Linguistics, and Literary Theory, Analysis and Criticism, would be a very important step towards interdisciplinarity, which could be even more reinforced by implementing the modern IT statistical tools normally used in Sociology-as Toury (1995: 69) stated some time ago-, for example IBM SPSS Statistics for quantitative data analysis or atlas.ti for qualitative data analysis.
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